
PARIS: US and European officials say
they’ve knocked out a cybercrime group
accused of inflicting hundreds of millions
of dollars in losses worldwide, putting
five key suspects in custody.

The European Union police agency
said Thursday the sweep was “unprece-
dented in its scale” and resulted in the
seizure of 39 servers and hundreds of
thousands of internet domains used by
the Avalanche network, a major player in
the market for cybercrime services.
Unlike some past seizures - which
grabbed crooks’ infrastructure while
leaving the masterminds free to reor-
ganize their networks - officials say
they’re confident they’ve struck a fatal
blow this time. “We have arrested the
top, the head of the snake,” Fernando
Ruiz, the head of operations at Europol’s
Cybercrime Center, told The Associated
Press ahead of the announcement. “We
are sure that this will have a very huge
impact.”

Ruiz called Avalanche “the perfect
example of crime as a service,” saying
the massive network was rented out by
players across the underworld to send
spam, direct malicious software and to
recruit money mules. As a cybercriminal,
Ruiz said, “you will contact this organiza-
tion, and this organization will give you
all you need.”

He said the arrests Wednesday fol-
lowed months of preparation and years
of investigation by law enforcement
agencies. In a separate statement , the US
Department of Justice said 40 different
countries were involved and accused the
network of hosting some of the world’s
most pernicious malware as well as sev-
eral money laundering campaigns.

Unique
German Interior Minister Thomas de

Maiziere told reporters at a press confer-
ence in the town of Lueneburg that the
size of the operation was “unique.” The
network came into focus in 2012 after
German officials began looking into the
spread of fake police ransomware - an
early form of extortion software designed
to trick users into thinking their comput-
ers had been locked down by law
enforcement - according to Orla Cox, the
director of security intelligence at
Symantec Corp., a California-based secu-
rity firm which participated in the investi-
gation. That inquiry eventually widened
to include dozens of other law enforce-
ment agencies investigating a wide array
of misdeeds.

German authorities alone would
eventually record 1,336 crimes in con-
nection with the group. Neither US or
European officials would issue precise
figures but both said losses connected to
the gang’s activities reached into the
hundreds of millions.

German officials suggested other,
potentially lower-ranking members of
the gang appear to have escaped the
global dragnet. Prosecutors there said
they were able to identify 16 people at
the group’s “leadership level” and a court
in the German town of Verden had
issued arrest warrants for seven of them.
It’s not clear how many, if any, of the sev-
en people being sought by German
authorities overlap with the five individu-
als arrested Wednesday.

Ruiz, of Europol, declined to give any
details of those arrested or even say
where they had been detained, saying
the countries where the arrests took place
had asked not to be identified. Cox, with
Symantec, confirmed that some suspects
were still at large but said law enforce-
ment was still pretty sure they’d beaten
Avalanche, given the sheer scale of what
they’d seized. “We can never say it’s com-
pletely done but confidence levels are
high this time around,” Cox said. — AP
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How a Trump
administration
could shape the

internet
NEW YORK: Under a President Donald Trump, cable and
phone companies could gain new power to influence
what you do and what you watch online - not to mention
how much privacy you have while you’re at it.

Many experts say that Republicans who generally
oppose regulation are likely to take charge at the Federal
Communications Commission, the government’s primary
telecom regulator. That alone could mean the end of
rules designed to protect privacy and individual choice
on the internet. Those rules were enacted over the past
several years under the Obama administration.

Under Trump, “the FCC will be a lot more focused on
getting government out of the way,” said Berin Szoka,
president of TechFreedom, a think tank that opposes
much regulation. Phone and cable companies routinely
protest that regulation lead them to invest less in their
networks, harming their ability to deliver better service.

Deregulation raises concerns for consumer advocates -
not just in terms of rolling back rules, but also potentially
allowing more huge mergers, which several analysts
expect despite Trump’s campaign swipes at big media.
Under the coming administration, a laxer FCC could result
in even higher cable and internet bills, worse customer
service and fewer choices, says Harold Feld, senior vice
president at public -interest group Public Knowledge.

Of course, it’s difficult to know exactly what to
expect, given Trump’s aversion to policy specifics and
frequent reversals during the campaign.
Representatives for Trump’s transition team didn’t reply
to requests for comment.

Net neutrality
One possible first target: Rules that aim to protect indi-

vidual choice and innovation on the internet.
Suppose that firing up Netflix or YouTube led only to

delays and stuttering playback that still counted against
the limited data in your broadband plan - a sharp contrast
to the speedy video app offered by your phone or cable
company, which incurs no data costs. That’s one scenario
the Obama-era FCC sought to ward off with “net neutrali-
ty” regulation that requires internet providers to treat all
data traffic equally on their networks, as the internet has
historically worked.

Without net neutrality, your access to many popular
services might be degraded by your local cable or phone
company. Startups could have trouble delivering new
video or virtual-reality services. Companies that provide
internet service could find it easier to push their own
options instead.

The net-neutrality rules are popular, so they’re not like-
ly to completely disappear under Trump. But the FCC
might well be more restrained in enforcing them.

Internet providers could use subtle tactics and
behind-the-scenes maneuvers to change people’s
behavior and make more money, suggested Matt Wood,
policy director at the public-interest group Free Press.
Consumers might eventually find that they have fewer
services to choose from online, or that using them is
more difficult or expensive.

Privacy, openness and internet access
If the Trump FCC whacks away at existing regulations,

cable and phone companies are going to find it a lot easi-
er to mine your browsing habits and other information
for data they can use to target ads at you.

Verizon, for example, is eager to build a digital-ad busi-
ness to compete with Google and Facebook. But recent
privacy rules force them to ask customers for permission
before using their data. Those companies have made no
secret of their dislike for this requirement.

The FCC’s effort to “open up” the cable box in ways
designed to give you more options for hooking up TVs
and streaming gadgets to cable service is likely dead. Its
effort to subsidize internet for low-income people may
face budget cuts, although cable companies do offer sep-
arate cheap internet options for low-income people. — AP

BERLIN: German Interior Minister Thomas de Maiziere speaks about the arrest
of heads of a group called Avalanche on Thursday. —AP

MOSCOW: An unmanned Russian cargo
spaceship heading to the International
Space Station broke up in the atmos-

phere over Siberia on Thursday due to
an unspecified malfunction, the Russian
space agency said.

The Progress MS-04 cargo craft broke
up at an altitude of 190 kilometers (118
miles) over the remote Russian Tuva
region in Siberia that borders Mongolia,
Roscosmos said in a statement. It said
most of spaceship’s debris burnt up as it
entered the atmosphere but some fell
to Earth over what it called an uninhab-
ited area.

Local people reported seeing a flash
of light and hearing a loud thud west of
the regional capital of Kyzyl, more than
3,600 kilometers (2,200 miles) east of
Moscow, the Tuva government was
quoted as saying late Thursday by the
Interfax news agency.

The Progress cargo ship had lifted off
as scheduled at 8:51 p.m. (1451 GMT)
from Russia’s space launch complex in
Baikonur, Kazakhstan, to deliver 2.5 met-
ric tons of fuel, water, food and other
supplies. It was set to dock with the
space station on Saturday. —AP
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BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan: In this photo dated Tuesday, Nov, 29, 2016 the
Soyuz-FG rocket booster with the Progress MS-04 cargo ship is installed on a
launch pad. — AP


